ABSTRACT. It is shown that a diffeomorphism that preserves chains between two nondegenerate CR manifolds is actually either a CR isomorphism or a conjugate CR isomorphism.
1. Let us start with a brief outline of CR geometry. Let M be an odd dimensional (smooth) manifold of dimension 2n + 1, n > 1. Let G be the group of matrices 0 0 £/| 0 I "«=5* U%=m, det(l/2)#0.
ui
where, as throughout this section, the small Greek indices run from 1 to n, u is real, and va, U% are complex. Note that G can be considered as a subgroup of GL(2n + 1,R). A G-structure on M is a reduction of the group of its tangent bundle to G. Locally it is given by an admissible coframe 6, 9a, 6a, where 6 is real and #Q's are complex. The G-structure is called integrable if d6, dda belong to the differential ideal generated by 6, 90. Since 0 is real, the above condition implies (1.1) d6 = igaßOa A $ + 6 A (¡> (the summation convention is used from now on) for some real one form </> and 9a5 = W&-A CR (Cauchy-Riemann) structure on M is an integrable G-structure. A manifold M with a CR structure is called a CR manifold. A diffeomorphism between two CR manifolds is a CR isomorphism if it is an isomorphism as Gstructure.
A CR structure is called nondegenerate if det(gaß) ^ 0. Given an admissible local coframe (9,9a,6a) and <¡> satisfying (1.1), there associate uniquely determined connection forms 4>ß, <pa, ip satisfying dgaß = <j>agrß + gaf<PTß -gaß<b and some trace conditions. (See the original papers of E. Cartan [2] for n = 1 and S. Chern and J. Moser [3] for general n.) Two admissible local coframes and their associated connection forms are related according to the formula Now, a chain on M is a curve on which 0a -0, <pa = 0 for some suitably chosen admissible local coframe (9,9a, 9a) and <j> satisfying (1.1). If we fix an admissible local coframe (9,0a,9a) and <f> satisfying (1.1) with gaß as in (1.3), the equations of the chains can be obtained through (1.2) by taking h of the form
where a+ = (aa+ ) and O-= (o~a-), 1 < a+ < p, p 4-1 < a_ <p + q = n, are row vectors, tW+ and tWZ are the corresponding conjugate column vectors and |(7_|2 (|cr+|2 resp.) denotes the square length of <r_ (a+ resp.). (See [1] for details in the case of strictly pseudoconvex M. And it is easy to generalize the argument on p. 165 of [1] to the nondegenerate case. Note that there are sign changes for (1.1) and aa in [1] .) Setting 0a = 0, <¡>a = 0 in (1.2), we achieve the following equations of the chains: 0a+=2aa+0, 9a-=2oa~9, 1 < a+ < p; p+ 1 < £*_ < p + q = n,
-4z^+ + (<t>t + 6f4)°ß-+ Ja~j2.
where ß+ (/3_ resp.) runs from 1 to p (p+1 to n, resp.). Given a nondegenerate CR structure with an admissible coframe (9,9a,9a) locally. Let us define its conjugate CR structure by assigning the admissible coframe: 0 = 9, 9a = 9a, 9a = 9a. It is easily seen that the conjugation of the connection forms associated to the coframe (0,0a,0a,(j)) satisfying (1.1) gives the corresponidng set of connection forms for (0,0a, 0a, 4> = <t>). And taking conjugation of (1.1), we will not change the signature of (ga §) as the conjugate complex structure is signaled by -i. So the conjugate CR structure has the same signature type as the original nondegenerate CR structure. A diffeomorphism between two CR manioflds M and TVÍ is called a conjugate CR isomorphism between M with the given CR structure (its conjugate CR structure resp.) and M with its conjugate CR structure (the given CR structure resp.) Now, we observe that the chains for the conjugate CR structure coincide with those for the original CR structure as taking conjugation of each equation in (1.4) shows. The converse is our main result.
THEOREM. A (local) diffeomorphism that preserves chains between two nondegenerate CR manifolds (not necessarily of the same signature type a priori) is actually either a CR isomorphism or a conjugate CR isomorphism.
2. In this section, we are going to give a proof of our theorem. Since the connection forms can be expressed in the base 0,0a, 0a, using the first two equations of (1.4), we may rewrite (1.4) in a simple form. 0a = aa0, 1 < a < n,
where Ba is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to 2 in variables o-a, aa. Note that 2aa has been replaced by o~a.
Consider another nondegenerate CR manifold M. Let 0, 0a, 0a be a local admissible coframe for M satisfying de = igaß-0a A9P + 9A, for some complex valued smooth functions Uß, V¡¡, va, 1 < a, ß < n. Along a solution curve, substituting the first equations in (2.1) and (2.2) into (2.4) and equating the coefficients of 0 using (2.3), we obtain (2.5)
U%<rß + VSo-V + va =LTaX.
Note that for each a, 1 < a < n, at each point, aa ranges over all complex numbers.
Differentiating (2.5) and equating the terms involving a0aßla02, aßaßxaß2 and aßaß'aß2 (the expressions doa and dàa in (2.1) and (2.2) were plugged in), we achieve the following algebraic equations: Now, suppose Vi*° ^ 0 for some ao, ßo (at some point therefore a neighborhood of this point). By taking ß -ß\ = ß2 = ßo in (ii) of (2.6), we obtain (2.7) Bßo0o = 0.
By (2.7), letting ß = ß1=ß2=ß0\n (iv) of (2.6) gives (2-8) Aßoßo = -^Cßoßo-If Uß' / 0 for some ai, then taking ß = ßi = ß2 -ßo in (iii) of (2.6) gives that Aß0ß0 = +XCßoßo. Since Cßoßo = ±1 and A ^ 0, we get a contradiction to (2.8). Hence U0o = 0 for all a. Now if Uß2 ^ for some a2 and ß ^ ßo (the case n = 1 is trivial) then taking /3i = ßo, ß2 -ß in (i) of (2.6) gives that Bßoß + Bßß0 = 0.
But since U0 = 0 for all a, Bßoß must vanish. It follows that Bßßo = 0.
Letting ßi = ß2 = ßo in (iii) of (2.6) and using (2.8) and vanishing of Bß0ß and Bßß0, we obtain 2C0O0OU0 = 0. But Cßoß0 = ±1 and U02 ^ 0. So we get a contradiction.
Therefore U0 must be zero for all a and ß. But now (2.4) is reduced to 0a = VjfW + va9. Together with 6 = X9, this means that / is a conjugate CR isomorphism. We are done. So we may assume V0 = 0 for all a, ß at the beginning.
But that gives 0a = Uß0ß + va0 which means that / is a CR isomorphism. REMARK. The geometry of CR structure was generalized by N. Tanaka. In [5] , he introduced the notion of a G-structure of type M. Under certain condition, we may as well define some family of invariant curves as chains for CR geometry. And the analogous question as we answer for chains in this note can be asked for this class of geometries.
